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Cripple Creek had a gold rush two years ago and the town was flush with people and money. Now,
the town has become dilapidated and only a handful of miners pan for gold in the creek that is
drying up from a long drought.Jess arrives in Cripple Creek, where he meets a woman by the name
of Lucille Deveroux. He stays in town and while there, the miners begin finding gold again as the
creek rises to previous levels caused by two separate and strange events.The gold rush is on again
and it brings new miners and new wealth to Cripple Creek, but it also brings drifters, outlaws and
thieves. The town has no law and Jess seems to be putting out fires left and right. Miners are being
robbed, killed and some even suspiciously vanish.Jess tries to enforce some order in the town,
even though he refuses to take the town marshalâ€™s job when offered to him. Tempers flare and
the problems grow. Jess wonders if he alone can bring order back to the town.
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This is one really wild story! Jesse really stepped in something this time as he has bad guys all over
the place. So much so that he contacts John Bodine to come help him clear them out.If you like
stories of the wild west, you should read this one and when you find that it's what you are looking

for, there are 52 more books just like it written before this one. What I did along with many other
readers was go to the end of the story where there is a list of all the previous stories in the order that
they were written. Then start at the beginning and read each story.What is my connection to the
author? There in none except I start to get antsy like all the rest of Jesse Williams fans when I start
looking for the next book and it isn't online yet.

When gold is discovered in Cripple Creek the gold seekers start trickling in & it also brings in the
undesirables, men who believe in helping themselves to a treasure trove that's readily available.
Jess Williams finds himself in the middle of all of this confusion & this environment is also a gold
mine for the bounty hunter who is an expert man killer.As the population of outlaws explode Jess
will have his hands full & who better to help that his old pal John Bodine. This is another great story
in the saga of Jess Williams that all his followers will enjoy.To all of you J.W. fans who get
withdrawal symptoms between books, try the Joshua Block series by S.J. Beres. Excellent!

I know I keep saying this, but this book was the best one yet. Robert J Thomas' style keeps getting
better and better. He continues to surprise me with the many personality facets of Jess Williams,
keeps me entertained with recurring characters, and still keeps me on the edge of my seat, gripping
my kindle for dear life while I read the book. I have never, ever followed a series so closely and I've
never been one to read "westerns". However, this series keeps me wanting more.

Jess rides hard again in Gold Fever! Now fully recovered from his wounds, he moves quickly to
make up for lost time. Setting aside his recent concerns over having a long-term relationship, he
goes after bad guys non-stop. He fills them full of lead, takes on gangs, roots out corruption and
wreaks havoc and leaves a wide swath of death and destruction.One of the best Jess William's
novels, perhaps even the best one. I know I really enjoyed it.

I've read all of the Jess Williams books, and they are all very well done, and this one is no
exception. Jess gets himself into adventures that one might find hard to imagine, and he never has
a problem extricating himself from them as well, as one can imagine....it's getting so that I can
hardly wait for the next one to arrive, and I'm finding it hard to put the present one down before it's
finished....keep em' coming.

It was a strong part for Jess and his special talents with his weapons, especially liked the part

whwer thbab guys got their jail time, makes you have a good feeling about Jess and good he does
with great poise and great ability with his weapons. Love to see are for the little people trying to stay
alive legally working, wirhout killing.His roll with the boy is a new twist for Jess helping him in a new
home snd having a family,loved that part, he would have grown up to be one of the hoodlums just to
eat after Jess leaves.happy ending for the boy.The book also states no matter how bad you think
you are are some badge tottin marshals just a little badder. love Jess Williams books, love Robert
J.Thomas, for kipping us avid readers with a great books, I have ALL of Jesses books in my
library.please keep them comming cause i'm so addicted to your work, I follow you and wait foe
another new book I know I gonna love.Your work never dissapoints.iam so addicted to your style
books no other can come close, I have to read your books over and over their are enough that I can
keep reading your style, I guess is what i'm so hooked on your style.PLEASE KEEP THEM
COMMING. One Of Your Best Customers. Joyce loyal female kindle vustomer

It's hard to believe Jess stayed in one townBut there was no law and Jess can't stand innocent
people getting hurt or killedIt was good that Bodine showed up to help Jess restore order to Cripple
CreekAnd young Henry gave Jess a run for his moneyJess as always looks after the women and
kids, and found Henry a good home

Have read all 53 books on Jess Williams, there isn't one that didn't have a good story and just not
ableto stop. Reading until book is completely read now waiting for the next book. Please hurry with
next book.
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